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Abstract
Knowledgemanagementsystems are making
inroads into organizations that want to get a
handleon their intellectual capital. Tothis end,
we have designed and implemented Expert
Seeker, an Expertise-Locator knowledge
management
systemthat will be used in several
NASA
Centers to identify experts within the
organization.Thispaperpresents the use of web
data miningtechniquesto construct and maintain
an employee’s
profile.
Introduction
Knowledge management systems (KMS) have
been defined as "an emerging line of systems
[which] target professional and managerial
activities by focusing on creating, gathering,
organizing, and disseminating an organization’s
’knowledge’ as opposed to ’information’ or
’data’" (Alavi and Leidner, 1999). Basedon the
KMLife Cycle models (Nissen, 2000) and on
study of the KMsystems underway at many
organizations (Becerra-Femandez, 1998a)
framework emerges for classification of KMS
(Becerra-Fernandez and Stevenson, 2000). The
frameworkincludes the following:
1. KnowledgePreservation: Refers to systems
that preserve and formalize the knowledge
of experts so it can be shared with others.
As such, these systems aim to elicit and
catalog the tacit knowledgeof experts, and
serve to transfer
their knowledge.
Knowledgepreservation systems formalize
knowledgein models such as concept maps,
which allow others to learn the domain
(Cafiaset. al., 1999).
2. KnowledgeApplication: Refers to systems
that assist
in solving problems.
Organizationswith significant intellectual
capital require eliciting and capturing
knowledge for reuse in solving new
problemsas well as recurring old problems.
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Newproblems could be similar to old
problems or even consist of a combination
of old problems (Becerra-Femandez& Aha,
1999).
Knowledge Discovery: Refers to systems
that create new knowledge through the
implementation of intelligent algorithms
such as data mining, and through the
inferenceof data relationships.
KnowledgeRepositories: Refers to systems
that organize and distribute knowledge.
Knowledge repositories
comprise the
majority of the KMScurrently in place.
Underthe auspices of KM,tools historically
used for singular unrelated purposes are
integrated to address the corporate memory
problem. Expertise-Locator Systems (also
called knowledgeyellow pages or PeopleFinder systems) is a special type of
knowledgerepository that point to experts,
those that have the knowledgewithin the
organization.

Expertise-Locator
Systems are knowlege
repositories that attempt to organize knowledge
by identifying experts who possess specific
knowledge within an organization. Several
organizations in different business categories
have identified the need to develop systems to
help locate intellectual capital, or ExpertiseLocator KMS.The intent in developing these
systems is to catalog knowledgecompetencies,
in a waythat could later be queried across the
organization. A literary review and a table
comparing the characteristics
of hallmark
Expertise-Locator KMSin use in organizations
today appears in (Becerra-Fernandez, 2000a).
The results presented in this study confirmthat
most of the Expertise-Locator KMSin place
today rely on each employeecompleting a selfassessmentof competencies,whichis later used
whensearching for specific knowledgeareas.
Theissue of a self-assessmentis one that offers
both advantages and disadvantages.
The
advantage of self-assessment is that it allows

building a repository of organization-wide
competenciesquickly. The disadvantage is that
the results of self-assessment are subjective,
based on each person’s self-perception, the
results could be hard to normalize, and
employees’ speculation about its possible use
could ’skew’ the results. For example, one
particular organization conducteda skills selfassessment study during a period of downsizing.
This resulted in employees’exaggerationof their
competencies;for fear that they might be laidoff. On the other hand, another organization
madeit clear the self-assessment wouldbe used
to contact people with specific competenciesto
answer related questions, which mayresult in
employeesdownplayingtheir abilities, in order
to avoid serving as consultants for the
organization.
Data miningrefers to the extraction of
information or the identification of patterns,
usually within a large collection of data (Fayyad
et. al., 1996; ZaYaneet. al., 1999; Ahonen
et.al.1997). Webdata mining makesuse of data
mining techniques to extract information from
web-related data. There are three types of web
data mining. These are web structure mining,
web usage mining, and web content mining.
Webstructure mining examines how the web
documents themselves are structured. Web
usage mining involves the identification of
patterns in user navigation through webpages in
a domain. Webcontent mining, is used to
discover what a web page is about and howto
uncover new knowledge from it. Webcontent
mining is based on text mining and information
retrieval (IR) techniques; whichconsist of the
organizationof large amountsof textual data for
most efficient
retrieval,
an important
consideration in handling text documents. IR
techniques have becomeincreasingly important,
as the amount of semi-structured as well as
unstructuredtextual data present in organizations
has increased dramatically.
IR techniques
provide a methodto efficiently access these large
amounts of information. One application of
these methodsis in the construction of ExpertiseLocator KMS.
This paper presents insights and lessons
learned from the developmentof Expert Seeker,
an organizational Expertise-Locator KMSthat
will be used to locate experts at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
The paper also presents the role of data mining
techniques in automatingthe maintenanceof the
expert’sprofiles.

System Overview
The NASAFaculty Awards for Research (FAR)
for NASA-KennedySpace Center (KSC),
well as the Center of Excellence in Space Data
and Information Sciences (CESDIS)are funding
the development of Expert Seeker at Florida
International
University
Knowledge
Management (KM) Lab. Previous Knowledge
Management
studies at KSCaffirm the need for
a center wide repository whichwill provide KSC
with Intranet-based access to experts with
specific backgrounds (Becerra-Fernandez,
1998a). Expert Seeker aims to help locate
intellectual
capital within NASA-KSC
and
GSFC,and its use is expected to expandto other
NASACenters. The Expert Seeker KMSis
accessed via KSC’sIntranet. The Expert Seeker
KMSprovides access to competencies available
within the organization, including items that are
not typically captured by traditional Human
Resource applications, such as completed past
projects, patents, and other relevant knowledge.
This Expertise-Locator KMSwill be especially
useful whenorganizing cross-functional teams.
The main interfaces on the query engine in
Expert Seeker uses text fields to search the
proposeddata for keywords,fields of expertise,
namesor other applicable search fields. Expert
Seeker will offer NASA
experts morevisibility,
and at the sametime allow interested parties to
identify available expertise within NASA.
The development of Expert Seeker
requires the utilization of existing structured data
as well as semi-structured and unstructured webbased information as muchas possible. Expert
Seeker uses the data in existing Human
Resources databases for information such as
employee’s formal educational background, the
X.500 Directory
for
point-of-contact
information, a Skills Database which profiles
each employee’scompetencyareas, and the Goal
Performace Evaluation System (GPES).
Information regarding skills and competencies,
as well as proficiency levels for the skills and
competenciesneeds to be collected, to a large
extent, through self-assessment. Recognizing
that there are significant shortcomingsin selfassessment, we propose an increased reliance in
technology to update employees’profiles, and
thus place less reliance on self-assessed data.
Figure 1 presents Expert Seeker’s system
architecture. A complete description of Expert
Seeker, including the technologies used to
implementthe KMSand the sytem architecture
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appear in (Becerra-Femandez,2000b).
Challenges in the Development of
Expertise-Locator
KMS
One of the principal challenges in the
development of Expertise-Locator KMSdeals
with the developmentof knowledgetaxonomies.
Taxonomy
is the study of the general principles
of scientific
classification.
Knowledge
taxonomies allow organizing knowledge or
competencyareas in the organization. In the
case of Expertise-Locator systems, the taxonomy
is used to describe and catalog people’s
knowledge,an important design consideration.
Furthermore, knowledge taxonomies could be
critical in the successful implementationof the
Expertise-Locator systems (Becerra-Fernandez,
2000a).
The use of web data mining can
mitigate some of the problems inherent to
relying on biased self-reporting required to keep
employeeprofiles up to date, or the need to
develop an accurate organizational skill
taxonomya-priori. This technique draws from
an existing pool of information that provides a
detailed picture of what the employeeknows,
based on what s/he already publishes as part of
their job, including their webpages. A webdata
mining approach requires minimaluser effort to
maintain the records accuracy, eliminating the
need for "nagging" systems that promptusers to
maintain their profiles up-to-date. Throughweb
data miningthe collection of expertise data is
based on published documents, eliminating the
need for possibly biased self-reporting. Using
web data mining this information can be
collected automatically, and employee skill
information can be kept up to date through
periodic reprocessing of the documentbodyfor
documentsthat are newor have been updated.
The Web Text Mining Process
A KMSsystem that locates experts based on
published documents requires an automatic
methodfor identifying employeenames, as well
as a method to associate employeenames with
skill keywords embeddedin those documents.
For this purpose, Expert Seeker required the
development of a name-finding algorithm to
identify namesof NASA
employees. Traditional
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IR techniquesI were then used to identify and
match skill keywords with the identified
employeenames. An IR system typically uses as
input a set of inverted files, whichis a sequence
of words that reference the group of documents
the words appear in. These words are chosen
according to a selection algorithm that
determines which words in the document are
goodindex terms. In a traditional IR system, the
user enters a query, and the systemretrieves all
documents that match that keyword entry.
Expert Seeker is based on an IR technique that
goes one step further. Whena user enters a
query, the systeminitially performsa document
search based on user input. However,since the
user is looking for experts in a specific subject
area, the system returns the names of those
employees whose names appear in the matching
documents(excluding webmastersand curators).
The employeenameresults are ranked according
to the number of matching documents each
individual name appears in. The employee
informationis then displayedto the user.
The indexing process was carried out in
four stages. First, all the relevant data was
transferred to a local directory for further
processing.In this case, the data includedall the
web pages on the NASA
domain. This was done
with a simple web-mirroringtool called Wgefl.
Thesecondstage identifies all instances
of employee names by programmatically
examining each HTML
file. The name data is
taken from the X.500 personnel directory
databases. All names in the employeedatabase
are organized into a map-like data structure
beforehand that is used in the web content
mining process. This map consists of all
employeenames referenced by their last name
key. In addition, each full nameis stored in
every possible form it could appear. For
example, the name John A. Smith is stored as
John A. Smith, J. A. Smith, J. Smith, Smith,
JohnA., Smith, J.A., and SmithJ. Anindividual
document
is first searchedfor all last namekeys.
Subsequently, the documentis again searched
using all values of the matching keys. Name
data organizedin this waycan increase the speed
of the text search. Using one long sequence
containing all namesin every possible form as
search criteria would slow down processing
time.
See for example Selection by Discriminant
Value in (Frakes and Baeza-Yates, 1992),
algorithmfor selecting index terms.
2 http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/wget.html

The third stage involves identifying
keywords within the HTML
content. This is
done using a word frequency calculation. First
the text is broken up into individual words,
through string pattern matching. Anysequence
of alphabetical characters is recognized as a
word while punctuation, numbers, and white
space characters are ignored. The resulting list
of wordsis processedto determineif a wordwas
included in a stoplist 3. The resulting list of
words was then processed with a stemming
algorithm. A stemmer is used to remove the
suffix of a word. This is done to group together
words that maybe spelled differently but have
the same semantic meaning. A person whotypes
"astronomical" as a query term would most
likely also be interested in documentsthat match
the term "astronomy".
Once the stemming process
is
completed,the fourth stage involves calculating
the frequency of each term. Wordfrequency was
used during the keywordselection process in the
determination of good index terms. However,
other indexing algorithms could have been used
instead with comparableresults. It is important
to note that the degree of relation betweenan
employee name and a keyword within an
individual documentis not considered. Rather,
expertise is determinedbased on the assumption
that if an employeerecurringly appears in many
documents along with a keyword, then that
person must have someknowledgeof that term.
Theoretically, a large document count for a
search query should produce more accurate
results. The chosen keywords have a twofold
purpose. First, they are used to quickly associate
employees with recurring skill terms. These
keywordscan also be used in future work for
clustering similar documentsinto topic areas.
Further work includes taxonomyconstruction
from these keywordsand the development of a
query relevance feedback system that suggests
query terms that are related to the queryentered
by the user.
Preliminary Results and Shortcomings of
this Research
Table1 illustrates preliminaryresults for a set of
skill keyword query terms. Precision was
determinedby testing whethera keywordentered
3 A stoplist is a group of words that are not
considered to have any indexing value. These
include common
words such as "and", "the", and
"there".

as a queryterm correctly describes the expertise
for the corresponding employee. The precision
values for the keywords in Table 1 are
represented by the percentage of correct matches
within the top 15 results for the keyword.
Keyword
Astrophysics
Astronomy
Comet
Climate
Ocean
Atmosphere
Management
Humanresources

Precision
(Top15 results)
87%
92%
92%
92%
73%
87%
64%
53%

TableI - PrecisionResultsfor SampleSkill Keyword
Query
Recall was not calculated because it wouldbe
hard to determine if the namesappearing in the
NASAweb documents completely reflected
all the employees of that organization. The
results showa high precision for scientific or
researchrelated skill terms, and less precision for
the more managerial or administrative related
skill terms. This maybe due to the nature of the
documentbody as being highly scientific and
research oriented. These results showthat the
system can retrieve experts from the document
body with a substantially
high degree of
precision, in particular for scientific and research
related keywords.
One of the shortcomings of this
research relates to the fact that the accuracy
provided by web data mining depends on the
existence of employee web pages and their
proper maintenance. Employeeweb pages must
encode someminimalrequired level of content,
including papers or technical documents
published, collaborators in the case of multiauthor papers, as well as identifying the
competenciesrepresented in those papers.
Another of the shortcomings of this
research is the possible existence of multiple
employees with the same name. Expert Seeker
removesall repeat instances of the same name.
All information referenced to a particular
employeenamewas indexed without any attempt
to distinguish betweenone of possibly several
persons with the same name. Instances of
multiple employees with the same name were
handledat the time the user queried the database.
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Theresults of the queryare a list of hyperlinks
referenced by employee names. Whena user
clicks a namethe humanresources data of that
employeeis displayed. In the case of multiple
entries in the database for a name, the user is
taken to an intermediary web page where a more
detailed description of the employeeis displayed.
The user can then determine which of the
employeesis most likely to be an expert in the
subject area he is makingthe query for. For
example,if the queryterm is "astrophysics", the
name of an employee who works in an
astrophysics laboratory is morelikely to be an
expert in that area than a person whoworksin an
administrativeoffice.
Another obstacle is the indexing of
keywords that may not be relevant areas of
specialization. It is important to note that the
querysearch is performedon the results of an IR
keyword indexing process rather than from a
predeterminedset of skill terms. The system is
not designed to discriminate between keywords
that describe a skill area and wordsthat are good
indexing terms but are not relevant for
determining an area of expertise. However,we
tend to think this is not a significant problem,
because if the system is designed for the
determination of expertise in an area of
specialization, then it is highly unlikely that a
user will enter a query that does not describe a
skill area relevant to the areas of specialization
within the NASA
organization. This point could
be argued on the basis of a potential languageor
terminologybarrier betweenuser and data. The
flexibility of the indexingprocess, however,does
provide an advantage. This is that a search can
be performed using keywords that are not
traditionally considered skill terms such as
project names and highly specific technical
terms. This particular shortcoming also could
becomea significant issue in the construction of
knowledgetaxonomies via means of clustering
techniques. Keywordsthat are not skill-related
could inadvertently be placed in the taxonomy,
creating irregularities within the knowledge
hierarchy.
Conclusions

and Future Work

Webcontent mining can be useful and efficient
for the construction of Expertise-Locator KMS
in situations where a large text documentbody
exists containing relevant skill information. It
provides a solution to someof the challenges
faced in the development of these systems,
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including howto maintain up-to-date employee
skill profiles while minimizing the need for
cumbersome
and possibly biased self-reporting.
A prototype of this system was demonstratedto
NASArepresentatives
received a positive
assessment. The system is currently under
further review for implementationand use within
their organization.
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